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Testimony of Will Gonzalez, Executive Director of Ceiba, PA Congressional Redistricting

My name is Will Gonzalez. I am the Executive Director of Ceiba. Ceiba is a coalition of Latino community-

based organizations in Philadelphia whose mission is to promote the economic development and

financial inclusion of Philadelphia's Latino community through collaborations and advocacy aimed at

ensuring their access to quality housing.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to submit written testimony'

Redistricting is not easy, but it is not rocket science. Basic principles of demographics and geography

guide the redistricting process. Among these is the important concept of communities of interest, i'e',

lrorpr of people who live in a specific location, have collective interests, and share many things in

common: customs, arts, social institutions, achievements and challenges'

The prioritization of communities of interest in redistricting in Pennsylvania is vital. We are heartened

that this is recognized by the Pennsylvania House Republican Caucus, which offers those interested in

providing input on the Pennsylvania Congressional Redistricting process the opportunity to draw the

boundaries of their community of interest using an online mapping tool on PAredistricting.com

( http:lAgww. oa redistrictine.cgm/inout).

We respectfully request that you follow that website's guidance to focus on communities of interest' We

urge you to draw Congressional Districts taking into account the streets, neighborhoods, and important

hubs that make communities unique; consider landmarks, cultural districts, industries, employers,

where kids go to school, where families go to church and the location of neighborhood based and social

service organizations which serve them.

Hispanics live in all parts of the City but most Latinos live in Eastern North Philadelphia. The Latino

community of Eastern North Philadelphia epitomizes the definition of a Community of lnterest. lt is a

self-defined group of people who share bilingual and bicultural characteristics; that have their own

culturally and linguistically appropriate nonprofit organizations, churches, schools, business corridors,

and social institutions; that share common interests; and live in a compact urban footprint without

geographic barriers.

The backbone of the Eastern North Philadelphia's Latino community is a robust network of nonprofit

organizations. A 2018 study by students from the University of Pennsylvania's Masters of City Planning

found that L5 Latino nonprofits leveraged 586 million in government grants to sustain 4,L60 localjobs,

generate SZZZ mittion in wages and salaries, build 1,333 new homes, and rehab nearly 10,000 housing

units. While the full benefits of these investments are incalculable, they are collectively worth at least

SStz million per year. At that time, these L5 nonprofits transformed the social and physical landscape

for some L24,OOO households and 1,900 businesses in Philadelphia. The work of these non-profits

continues to benefit the community today.

The importance of the Latino community to the Commonwealth and the City of Philadelphia cannot be

overstated. But forthe Latino community, Pennsylvania would have lost more than one Congressional

seat. pennsylvania's population only grew aboutO.T%between 20L0 and 2019 or just under 100,000

people. ln the same period, Pennsylvania 's Hispanic population grew about 35Yo, or bY 256,447 people'

Growth in the Hispanic population far outpaced that of the whole state and successfully offset the

declines in population of other ethno-racial Sroups in the Commonwealth.



ln Philadelphia, the total population of the City grew by about 3/o, or by 58,058 people, between 2010

and 2019. During the same period, the Hispanic population of Philadelphia grew by about 28/o, or

52,g22 people. philadelphia's population growth was fueled by the growth of its Latino population.

Today, the Latino community of Eastern North Philadelphia fits within Pennsylvania's Second

Congressional District, and makes up 27% of its constituency. We request that you keep this

community of interest intact. lt is best for the economic development of the Commonwealth of

pennsylvania to keep the Latino community of Eastern North Philadelphia in one piece within one

Congressional District.

Ceiba looks forward to continuing this dialogue about redistricting with the Pennsylvania Legislature'

Ceiba believes that we can work together with this Committee to ensure that Pennsylvania's

redistricting process :

. Actively engages the public at every step of the process

. Draws maps in a manner which accurately reflect changes in the Commonwealth's population

. Avoids gerrymandering, and

. Takes affirmative steps to ensure that reapportionment does not run counter to the protections

offered by the:
o US and Pennsylvania Constitutions

o Voting Rights Act, and

o Principle of one Person, one vote

Thank you for your attention to this matter.



Testimony of Harold Floyd (Philadelphia Regional Hearing)

50 years ago, I entered into the service of my country, first at West Point and later for five years as a

field artillery officer. I was willing to put my life on the line if called to do so because I believed in the

United States and its ideals. For the last 40+ years I have been a PA citizen, and in the last ten I have

become aware of PA as a heavily gerrymandered state. Gerrymandering is a perversion of our

democratic ideals. I lived in the former PA 7th congressional district, drawn to protect the former

congressman pat Meehan and designed to minimize the votes of certain groups. The whole thing was

embarrassing {remember Goofy kicking Donald?) and certainly undermined my faith in our

Commonwealth and Nation. While the gerrymandered congressionaldistricts were subsequently

redrawn by the State Supreme Court, this time I want the districts drawn much more reasonably to

reflect the local communities. I think the best rule to follow is the one from the PA constitution

regarding state legislative districts, ie'Unless absolutely necessary, no county, city, incorporated town,

borough, township or ward shall be divided in forming either a senatorial or representative district." ln

other words, I hope you will do the right thing this time, rather than what happened ten years ago'

Thank you, we are counting on You.



Testimony of A4ene V. Edmonds Philadelphia Regional Hearing Wednesday, October 20,2O2l

As an active member of my community, I have recently been bombarded with questions and concerns

about what redistricting is and how it will affect individual Pennsylvania voters' I am in contact with

citizens from all walks of life. I have owned my home in Northwest Philadelphia for more than 30

years-basically my whole adult life-and I have been an active member of community.

As a news correspondent I wrote more than 1O,O0O articles for virtually all the community newspapers

in the philadelphia region for 30 years. I have also participated in the Philadelphia school council,

registered voters and oversaw volunteers during a presidential race, taught thousands of college

students as a university adjunct for 12 years, taught piano and dance at community centers, and have

been a volunteer for redistricting focused groups for the past two years. As a mother of two voting

daughters, grandmother of four, and a neighborhood activist I am here to speak for my family and many

other community voices.

My first concern is to ensure that voters in the Southeastern Pennsylvania area retain their current

number of legislators. Since the commonwealth's population loss are in central, northern, and western

Pennsylvania these are the areas that should lose seats in the PA House.

Since philadelphia is a city of neighborhoods, redistricting should avoid splitting wards to the greatest

extent possible. Communities of color, particularly the African American and Latino ones, must not be

cracked or packed into legislative districts that disempower our vote. This means when legislative lines

are drawn, they should stay in municipal lines when possible.

I know this first-hand since I live a couple of blocks from Philadelphia's northern city line. Even though I

often cross the city line to get to the nearest supermarket or bank, most of my life is impacted by what

happens on the philadelphia side of the line. lf lcall 911the Cheltenham police picks up, because their

tower is closest to my house, but I am immediately transferred to the Philadelphia Police Department.

Though Cheltenham High is in walking distance of my house that is the not designated public school for

the children on my block. Consequently, our voting district should also stay within municipal lines.

Districts should be compact so that all citizens get their issues addressed and resolved' The cracking of

voters across urban and suburban lines in Philadelphia should be reduced as much as possible'

The division of voters across county lines is even more evident in the Far Northeast section of
philadelphia as well as West and Southwest Philadelphia. The Far Northeast is adjacent to Bucks County'

While that area is urban, nearby Bucks County is largely farmlands. Those in the densely populated areas

in West and Southwest Philadelphia have more similar issues than those who reside in the adjacent

Delaware County or Philadelphia Main Line in western Montgomery County. So, these Philadelphia

residents would have their issues better met if they were in the same district within the city.

Lastly, considerations should be given to the cultural demographics of communities. lf, for instance,

there are citizens who are more comfortable communicating in Spanish, French, or other languages but

they live across a city line or current district line, then some accommodations could be made so that

they are in the same district. This is the case for neighborhoods east of where I reside where some of

these populations live across the city line along East Cheltenham Avenue. This also is the case in other

parts of the city and region. These neighborhoods have Asians, Africans, and Caribbean and South

Americans who speak many languages and live across a city/suburban line. This would ensure that their

unique concerns are addressed.



Consequently, I would hope that this commission would carefully take all these points in consideration.

Reapportionment should-be done fairly. The diversity of Pennsylvania must be treated justly' This will

ensure that all citizens, including voters of colors, are represented. ln fact, I would hope Pennsylvania,

with all its diversity, would be leading the nation in this regard.



Testimony of Tamara Gureghian (Phitadelphia Regional Hearing)

My name is Tamara Gureghian. I have lived in Pennsylvania for 52 years, 42 of those years have been

spent in Bucks County. The main things l'd like you to do when drawing district lines are as follows:

1) First, start with a clean slate. Do not worry about incumbents. Drawing district lines is

challenging work. There are many competing interests: county lines, school districts, natural boundaries,

community interests. lncumbent retention should not be one of them. lf an incumbent is doing a good

job, they will have a list or reasons why they should be elected in whatever district they find themselves

in after a map is drawn from scratch. lf they find themselves no longer living in a district in which they

once served, then they can feel free to move into that district. Politicians should move to serve their

people. District lines should not move to serve politicians. So wipe the slate clean and start fresh'

Z') Second, establish your values. Drawing lines requires tough choices, There are many competing

ways to draw maps. After wiping the slate clean, you must establish your top priorities in drawing a new

map. My suggestion:

a. Establish as many competitive districts as possible. Yes, there are some areas of our

Commonwealth that will always lean more blue or red, but there are other areas where the people are

purple. That purpleness should be preserved and encouraged. Purple areas allow for more compromise

and more give and take between the two major political parties. I live in a competitive district. I like it

that way. Competitive districts encourage legislators to serve all the people. They also encourage all the

people to vote. Every vote counts in a competitive district. You know that your individual vote can make

the difference between a win and a loss. Competitive districts allow the will of the people to influence

decision making. While you may not always get what you want in a competitive district, you feel

represented. you feel like you have a chance at influencing a decision. Legislators are more responsive

and communicative in competitive districts. They have an ear on the people to hear which way they are

leaning on issues and they are able to respond accordingly. when the will of the people changes, we

should see a shift in decision making. This shift is crucial in a healthy democracy. Simply put,

competitiveness equals compromise which equals a healthy democracy' Therefore, I ask that you create

a map with at least 7 competitive districts.

b. Respect minorities. Respect the Voting Rights Act. You will be able to see where minorities live.

Ensure minorities have the ability to elect someone that understands and represents their values' This

does not mean lump them all in one district, it means give them a fair shot at representation. Don't

dilute their power and don't consolidate it. Let their presence have a measurable impact on elections so

their voices are respected and heard

c. Create districts with equal population

d. Make the districts as compact and contiguous as possible'

These are the four main values l'd like you to consider when mapping. Sometimes these values will be

difficult to balance. 5o long as you don't manipulate the values to create a partisan gerrymandered map,

your map should be good for Pennsylvanians.

3) The third thing to keep in mind while mapping: be transparent. Drawing lines requires tough

decisions. We understand that. We understand that no matter what lines you draw, some people will be

unhappy. Nonetheless, more people will be content if you establish that your tough decisions were



based on ethical values. Public satisfaction is one of the many reasons why my second request, establish

your values, is so important. Establishing your values will facilitate your ability to communicate your

reasoning to the people. Thoughts that are outlined and revealed to the public will go a long way in

restoring faith in ourgovernment, Case in point: I am very concerned about my personal district' lam

part of one of the largest counties (Bucks) and one of the smaller communities (Warwick)' I want

warwick to stay intact. we have issues that affect us as a whole. ln particular, our water supply' lf you

split a small community like mine, we'd expect an explanation. Tell us why this line may not be good for

this particular community, but it is good for the state as a whole. Let every Pennsylvanian feel like their

community was considered. lf a tough choice had to be made, so be it, but tell us why, explain, so we

know it is not to keep one person or one party in power at the expense of a community. Be transparent

with your values and reasoning.

4l Fourth, consider citizen drawn maps. The citizens of Pennsylvania have been working long and

hard on trying to provide you with the best guidance possible in preserving our commonwealth' citizen

made maps are available on Draw the Lines PA. You can see that the map by Nicholas Booth prides itself

on ensuring that districts are very compact and competitive. He outlines his reasoning for splitting

counties. Corey Cohen does the same with his map which also considers minority representation' The

maps on Draw the Lines PA, and their explanations, can serve as models of how to be transparent with

map drawing.

5) Next, l'll discuss specifics. l'm worried about my county. Bucks County borders Montgomery

County. I know the people in Montgomery County have been split up 5 ways in the past' I don't want the

committee to appease Montgomery County residents at the cost of Bucks County residents. I don't want

the splits shifted our way. Bucks County is a very rare district in that it is naturally purple' Thus, it makes

sense to keep Bucks County whole. You must carefully decide which communities you will add to Bucks

County to get to the required population. lf you chose to attach a more right or left leaning community,

you will destroy the competitiveness of the district. This destruction would be bad for Bucks County and

bad for the Commonwealth. Look for a moderate, equally purple area to add to Bucks' Perhaps Horsham

township or MontgomerY townshiP.

6) As you move forward, I ask for the following:

a. place the information about your hearings and how to testify on the general assembly website,

not a partisan one. Binding this information to a partisan website sends a message of impropriety to the

people. Placing it on the general assembly's website will foster a feeling of fairness'

b. Hold hearings in a place and at a time convenient to Pennsylvanians' lnclude zoom meetings to

accommodate our disabled population and pandemic concerns. lnclude meetings held at night and close

to public transportation.

c. Hold hearings jointly with the Senate Committee'

d. Continue to allow public feedback. Present maps to the public and allow and invite public

comment and feedback. This task is daunting and we are all here and willing to help' We can let you

know if a community or geographic boundary or economic tie was inadvertently overlooked.

e. Allow sufficient time for feedback on maps to be given-specifically, at least a week-



7l Finally, I will end where I began. Start with a clean slate. lf you do, you will send a much-needed

message to the Commonwealth that the people of Pennsylvania come first, I strongly believe a good

map will come from starting fresh and disregarding where incumbents live. Many map makers have

shown this to be possible. Set as your goal competitive districts. Use that as a starting point' Modify it

slightly only to satisfy respecting minorities, districts with equal population, and compact and

contiguous districts. Be transparent with the process and with your values and let the people give input

on the maps you create before they are finalized.

Through a transparent collaborative process, Pennsylvania will be a paradigm for redistricting. After

years of gerrymandering, our map can showcase how redistricting can be done fairly, responsibly and

responsively. You have the power to produce a map that will be the paradigm for fair districts. lmagine

the influx of population when citizens of the United States are reminded over and over again that
pennsylvania is the state where the legislature listens to the people, where things get done, where

districts are fair, Then, in ten years, you will redraw the lines, not losing a district, but adding.



Good afternoon, my name is Carmina Taylor, I am an activist for the people of Pennsylvania. I am the Founder

of the statewide advocacy group, "We Can't Wait PA Statewide Coalition and the Founder of the Movement for

Black and Brown Lives in Montgomery County. However, what I arn most proud of, is my leadership role in

edifying the minds of my Montgomery County Cultural Proficiency and Equity StudentAmbassadors. I am here

today for them, to stand up and speak up for their future!

The next redistricting process of our federal and state legislative map has to be an exercise of real democracy

in action. we need to demonstrate to our young people that for once we will set aside the wrangling of politics

and we demonstrate that their voices ARE heard! That all of our voices are heard!

Right now our young people have ascertained that restricting is about race and suppressing the Black vote'

ThLy are aware of the Compromise of 1787 where Black slaves were deemed as % of a white person as a form

of representation in the House of Representatives, They understand that historical context and how that has

become a foundation for skeptical thinking of whether American democracy really exists'

Our young people in Pennsylvania are looking for a cascade of justice around restricting that involves real

transparency of the redistriCting process, less conflict between political parties, real accountability in the final

decision making process and fairness for both sides.

young people in pennsylvania want this redistricting process to be the opportunity for our GeneralAssembly to

set a real precedent for the rest of the United States.

I have taught our young people to be mindful of institutional power and how it plays out. I have asked them to

examine the legal system with a justice equity lens, I have asked them to examine our social structures with a

culturalequity lens and I have asked them to examine through research our political structures with a power

equity lens. What lens will you put on during ihis next redistricting process.-.-GeneralAssembly?

Together, our Student Ambassadors program will be watching. We believe that the fairness that becomes sifted

out will reflect the attitudes of our legislative leaders. We believe that the final rhetoric will reflect the foundation

of trust we will hold in the future. We believe that the accuracy of the statistics that will determine the voting

lines will reflect how much the vote will be willfully suppressed. We believe that the policies that get shaped

after this next restricting process will reflect the mindset of our leaders. So we will be watching and our vote will

resonate.

I will end where I began. But this time, I will pose these questions. Willthe next redistricting process of our

federal and state tegislative map be an exercise of REAL democracy in action? Will we, as adults' demonstrate

to our young people that for once we will set aside the wrangling of politics and we demonstrate that their

voices ARE heard? Will we, as adults, ensure that all of our voices are heard?

Our young people in Pennsylvania are looking for a cascade of justicel The time is now to finally make that

happen! Thank you for the opportunity to share my voice in this process.



Testimony of Charles Black (Philadelphia Regional Hearing)

Good afternoon Chairman Grove and Members of the Committee'

My name is Charles Black, and I am the Pennsylvania Coordinator forthe Fair Elections Center's Campus

Vote project. I am also a part-time adjunct professor and am currently a graduate student at Temple

University. I am a lifelong Pennsylvanian and have never missed an election since I was able to vote.

Campus Vote project is a national nonpartisan organization that works with campuses across the

country to institutionalize programming to help students to register to vote, cast their ballots, and be

civically engaged. ln PA, we currently work with over 32 institutions including all types of campuses.

I am here today to urge the committee to make colleges and universities a community of interest as you

undergo the redistricting process for congressional maps. Our existing maps should not be used as a

starting place in this process. There are years of inequality drawn into them. The political maps drawn in

2O2L should reflect the changing demographics of our commonwealth.

According to the National Study of Learning Voting and Engagement, the voting rate of college students

in our commonwealth grew from I5.9Yo in the 201-4 midterm election lo 37% in the 2018 midterm

elections. This rate is expected to be even higher once we receive 2020 data' College students are a key

demographic, and their institutions must be viewed as a community of interest'

Colleges are communities, and there are students and campus administrators that I work with that have

said they feel they are left out of the process, We are working hard to change that'

As we look at the current congressional districts, one of our concerns is that Temple University is drawn

into both Congressional District 2 represented by Congressman Brendan Boyle and Congressional

District 3 represented by Congressman Dwight Evans. This split can be both confusing and decrease fair

representation.

Redistricting must not be a partisan issue. The new maps that you create should be drawn with the

interests of all pennsylvanians in mind, guided by a commitment to racial equity and full representation

for all. College-age voters, particularly persons of color, deserve the opportunity to elect representatives

that will.be responsive to the interests and concerns of their communities.

This committee is charged with an incredibly important task, and college students from around the

commonwealth are watching and advocating for fair maps. We ask that you draw maps that respect the

needs of pennsylvania's college population and all other communities of interest. Thank you for your

time.



Testimony of Mona Cohen (Philadelphia Regional Hearing)

I am a Northeast Philadelphia gal, and I always have been.

And there is a certain distinction to that. lt's nebulous, it's hard to put your finger on it, but you know it

when you see it or hear it, You know it when you live it. And you recognize it in others. Maybe by a

certain intonation, maybe by a shared reference. There are many Facebook groups dedicated to this

phenomena, with names like "Growing up Jewish in Northeast Philadelphia" or "Memories of Northeast

Philadelphia."

These are groups held together through a shared experience and a recognition that Northeast

Philadelphia is a special place with a strong sense of community'

It's that sense of community that brings me here today. Depending on how you define it, Northeast

philadelphia is a fabric of communities that contains almost 400,000 people. lf it were its own city, it

would be the second largest in Pennsylvania, ahead of Pittsburgh and behind only the rest of

Philadelphia.

yet despite this size, we maintain the feeling of a smalltown, with neighborhoods connected by shared

history, economic concerns and a community pride that is impossible to quantifli'

As our state government proceeds with the congressional redistricting process in the coming weeks and

months, l,m sorry to say that we've seen maps published in the media that would break up Northeast

philadelphia, cutting our community in half, with half of us being moved into an overwhelming Bucks

County based district and the rest of us being moved into a district heavily weighted toward Center City

Philadelphia and areas outside the Northeast.

We do not want to see that haPPen.

Northeast philadelphia has always been based in one congressional district precisely because we are

one comrnunity with a shared history, economy and sense of ourselves.

Such a large group of people with common interests deserves to have one voice in the federal

government. lf any map breaking up Northeast Philadelphia were approved, everyone in the Northeast,

from community groups to businesses to average citizens would see their representation in Washington

diluted and would be worse off for it,

l,ve been heavily involved in community advocacy for many years, fighting against harmful construction

projects and developments that would hurt Northeast Philadelphia. One of the benefits of our current

maps is that we have a small list of Northeast Philadelphia based local, state and federal elected officials

who we can advocate to.

lf Northeast philadelphia is broken up at the congressional level, will elected officials who live in Bucks

County or Center City have the same interest in Northeast Philadelphia's challenges? I don't think so.

We are a large, cohesive community and we want one member of Congress that we can advocate to

who understands our shared concerns, from Mayfair to Parkwood, Somerton to Burholme and



everywhere in between. We don't want to see our region cut up such that the Northeast becomes an

afterthought in a district in Bucks County or anywhere else.

We are our own entity, with our own memories, our own flavors, our own shared experiences, and we

do not want to see any redistricting plan enacted that would divide us. We deserve better than that, and

we deserve fair representation in Washington. Thank you.

Mona Cohen



Testimony of Donald Wittenberg for Oct. 20,Z,OZL

My name is Donald Wittenberg. thave lived in NE Philadelphia since 1973.1have lived here consistently

without interruption. During these years I have seen the population decrease in Philadelphia as well as

have seen the number of congressional distrlcts decrease. When I moved to Philadelphia in 1962 there

were 4 congressional districts all within the city boundaries. lt looks like the proposed changes will have

philadelphia with less than 2 districts. part of the 2nd district will be moved into Bucks county' There are

times when our representatives may have opposing community pressures. Bucks County may have

needs which differ from NE Philadelphia. Our representative may be torn as to which part of the district

to lend the balance of his/her voice'

During my adult life I have held one occupation, that of an educator in the Philadelphia School District. I

was a teacher for 13 years than an Elementary School Principal for 18 years and finally a Central Office

Administrator for 13 years. Nine of my years as a principal I served in the lower section of NE

philadelphia. While serving as a principal there I also participated in community events such as the

Lawncrest Fourth of July Parade, maintained the school to be open for community sports, and, of

course, had annual activities enjoyed by members of the community such as Winter and Spring Holiday

Shows, 75th Anniversary celebration of our school (l-916-1991), Halloween parades in the school yard,

etc.

Before 1g54 philadelphia City consisted of a small area between the two rivers from Vine Street to South

Street. All areas outside of this boundary were townships such as Germantown, Kensington, Oxford,

Byberry, etc. By having Philadelphia City and Philadelphia County with one boundary. Then the

Commonwealth of pennsylvania created a unified governmental structure in SE Pennsylvania'

I believe that one of the goals of redistricting is to keep the districts compressed into districts that are as

cohesive as possible. A flaw with the current plan of having the Second District flowing outside the city

boundaries can easily be corrected by increasing the NE Philadelphia area so that less of Bucks county

takes up part of the NE Philadelphia. I don't know the population data but it is possible that the Second

District could contain all of the portions that are being considered for Bucks County and the Philadelphia

boundary can be made whole,

The chipping away of the Philadelphia congressional boundary would have a deteriorating effect on

Philadelphia to improve its destiny.



Written Testimony of Howard Wiener

My name is Howard Wiener and I live in Philadelphia. I have lived here for over 40 years (despite my NY

accent) and am well-versed in issues affecting Philadelphia, both at the local and national levels.

I retired in 2Ot7 as an Assistant US Attorney for the District of New Jersey, having spent over 30 years in

that position.

I speak to you as a Private citizen.

I oppose partisan gerrymandering, regardless of whether it is done by Democrats or Republicans.

At the outset, I will note that Philadelphia has enough population to form about two Congressional

districts being drawn for a population of 1.5 million population vs. approximately 765,000 people per

Congressional d istrict.

lask that you keep Philadelphia's representation in Congress as undivided as possible, that is, resting

with two Congresspersons, so that its citizens are well represented in Congress.

This will enable philadelphians to know their member of Congress. Among other things, it also will

enable their member of Congress to work as a partner with municipal government in securing funds to

solve urban problems.

Such problems include violence prevention, job creation, tourism, rail, parks, libraries, bridges, after

school programs, police, post-conviction job training programs, job training in skilled labor and trades,

investment in education - to name a few areas of need'

Since l'm a lawyer, I will focus on the legal aspects of the State Legislature's ("the Legislature") job.

First, I believe the polestar for the Legislature's job is the Pennsylvania Supreme Court's ("PA Supreme

Court" or "the Court") 2018 decision in the League of Women Voters case ("LWV")' As you know, that

case dealt with Congressional redistricting.

The ruling is based on a Pennsylvania Constitutional provision, the Free and Equal Elections Clause

(FEEc).

ln particular, the Court said on page 118 of LWC that the FEEC "should be given the broadest

interpretation, one which governs all aspects of the electoral process. . . '"

Essentially, the Court forbid the Legislature from acting in a clearly partisan manner in creating a

Congressional map.

That ruling adopted objective neutral criteria. lt stated that the Constitution requires districts to be

compact and contiguous, with minimal division of political subdivisions unless necessary to ensure equal

population. (page 125 and other pp.)

The exact formulation of the Court's criteria is set forth on page I23 of its opinion and its accompanying

Order. lt is clear and concise.



The Court's Order included the following language, from which I quote in relevant part:

Any remedial congressional districting plan, whether enacted by the General Assembly [or] Governor ' ' '

, should consist of:

congressional districts composed of compact and contiguous territory; as nearly equal in population as

practicable; and which do not divide any county, city, incorporated town, borough, township, or ward,

except where necessary to ensure equality of population'

We urge the Legislature to use and apply this standard in this redistricting cycle.

Significantly, the Court said: any other factors are wholly subordinate to these neutral criteria (page

L23).

ln particular, that includes "communities of interest'"

lf these primary neutral criteria are utilized, then there cannot possibly be partisan INTENT in the

creation of the map. And the map that results likely will not result in a partisan EFFECT. (122)

The best way to eliminate the possibility of partisan intent is to explicitly adopt and apply these neutral

criteria.

The map the Supreme Court approved in 201"8 followed and implemented those neutral, constitutionally

mandated criteria.

The Legislature should carefully study that map so that it can see what type of map the Supreme Court is

likely to approve.

JudicialScrutiny

Such objective neutral criteria also provide a judicially manageable standard'

It is self-evident that the map the Legislature devises can and likely will be contested in the PA Supreme

Court.

The Court made it clear that it will intervene in the redistricting process whenever that process goes off

the rails. (pages L32-35 - the Court talks about its power to step in to the process when the Legislature

cannot or will not act)

It is in the interest of the Legislature and the public for the Legislature's map to pass judicial scrutiny.

The best way to avoid an adverse judicial ruling is for the Legislature to BOTH

(a) explicitly adopt the Supreme Court's criteria into the report it eventually publishes along with its

Congressional map, and



(b) explicitly apply those criteria'

That way, the Court will be able to clearly see what the Legislature has done'

The Legislature's process then will be transparent.

The Court will want to know the basis for the Legislature's map, that is, both the criteria and

methodology it utilized and whether and how it applied that methodology.

lf these steps are taken, then it will be much easier for you, the members of the Legislature, to defend

your map before the Court,

And the Court will more likely approve your map if it views that map as based on clear, judicially

manageable standards that were implemented in a nonpartisan fashion.

This applies equally to Republicans and Democrats'

tf Republicans like the map that is drawn, it is in their interest that the map be judicially approved'

lf they do NOT like it, then it is in their interest that they be able to successfully contest that map. They

can do so by arguing that neuffal objective criteria either were not adopted in the map drawing process,

or that they may have been adopted, but were not followed'

The same goes for Democrats.

The bottom line: we respectfully ask you to ask yourselves the following:

What is the point in devoting hours of effort to creating a map, only to have the PA Supreme Court

throw it out?

Thank you for your attention and for giving me the opportunity to speak.



Testimony of Juan Giarizzo (Philadelphia Regional Hearing)

Good Morning, Chairman Grove and Democratic chairman Conklin and of course my State

Representative Brian Simms and members of the committee'

Thank you for the opportunity to present my testimony before the committee. I am a Venezuelan

American lmmigrant and an active community leader for the Venezuelan and Hispanic community in the

city of philadelphia. I act as the executive director of Gente de Venezuela, a nonprofit organization

focused on the support of Venezuelan immigrants in the area of Philadelphia and the United States, we

provide support to immigrants in the shape of advocacy, donations and assisted releases to immigration

detainees, promote vaccination campaigns, while promoting our culture'

Additionally, I am also a founding member of the Alianza Latina of PHL, a Sroup of hispanic community

leaders that decided to organize together in order to increase the political participation of the members

of our communities and promote strategic alliances between our groupS.

Today I am here because I am fully aware that we are approaching the moment to outline the

congressional district maps that will determine the opportunity of my community to access political

representation in key political spaces. Political representation is key to access resources and cracking or

packing districts will negatively impact my community that is historically politically underrepresented

which leads to lack of trust in the politicaland legislative process.

Based on census data we see a growth in the Hispanic community in Philadelphia and PA, for example

North philadelphia. The same census data shows that other areas of the commonwealth have lost

population, for example the 15th district (Center West Pennsylvania); this reduction of population

should be reflected in the new maps'

We are now over a million hispanic people in the commonwealth. We should have a fair map that will

allow us to maintain our current representation and avoid the fracture of districts with a common

interest population.

I would like to ask this committee to guarantee that the new maps follow the 2018 supreme court

verdict and do not divide those districts that have experienced a population growth (for example the 3rd

and 2dn district). Even if I reside in the 3rd district, the majority of the poputation lserve resides in the

2dn district. I have witnessed the growth of the Hispanic population in that particular area and I want to

ask that this is reflected in the new maps



Testimony of David Kushner (Philadelphia Regional Hearing)

I appreciate and value the opportunity to testify and share my thoughts on this important issue that has

a true and lasting impact on our community, neighborhood, and region.

I recognize that the issue of redistricting does not come up frequently and is oftentimes politically

motivated and divided on partisan political lines, However, that is not the nature of my opposition or

the basis of my testimony.

My concern and comments come exclusively out of concerns for the future of this community, the need

for a unified voice, and how, we the people of NE Philadelphia, can be best and most appropriately

represented within the scope of the representation that the results of redistricting define.

As a longtime community activist involved for over 25 years in civic and faith based activities in the

region - I feel I have a unique perspective on the needs of our communities and the mindset of the many

residents of our community. As a lifelong resident of NE Philadelphia, a parent raising our 3 children in

NE philadelphia, chaplain for numerous law enforcement agencies, a founding (and still active) member

of the mayor's commission on faith based and interfaith affairs, a PDAC member, a former committee

person, and more - I can attest firsthand that the pride and cohesiveness of NE residents across the

spectrums of age, race, religion, and socio economic classes throughout the NE is strong'

We all have a shared and joint respect for the past, interest in the present, and concern for the future'

We may have some differences - but, as the saying goes: There is far more that unites us than divides

us. The deep concern for the current redistricting plan, and the way it would break up the unity of NE

philadelphia representation is one of the many issues that unites us.

I have had a very positive relationship with the members of Congress and their dedicated staffs that

have represented this area for quite some time, going back to Congress Members Borski, Hoeffel,

Schwartz, and Boyle.

ln addition to my communal involvement which i touched on previously, professionally i oversee the

office of government relations for a nonprofit social service agency focused on victims of sexual abuse

and those suffering from substance abuse, addiction, and various mental health crisis situations'

I can say first hand, based upon a great deal of communal and professional experiences - that the plan

before you today will dramatically result in the underrepresentation of this community, will dramatically

lower the levels of constituent services available to the residents of this community, and will smother

the voices of the children, seniors, and various other unique populations that make up the incredibly

diverse constituency within the confines of NE Phitadelphia

I stand in strong opposition to the current redistricting plan and urge all who have a say on this matter,

to please stand and speak in unity with the residents of NE Philadelphia by supporting a redistricting

plan that helps keep our community representation intact and helps ensure that we, as a diverse and

unified community have appropriate representation in Government.



Statement of Daniel P. McElhatton, Esquire
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Chairman Grove and members of the Committee. My name is Daniel P. McElhatton and I

appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today and present testimony on the issue of the

Congressional Redistricting as a result of the 2020 census. As a result of this census it appears that the

Commonwealth of pennsylvania will lose one seat in the United States House of Representatives and

consequently it is up to the Pennsylvania House of Representatives to minimize the negative impact of

that loss of rePresentation.

I bring to my testimony the experience of being a member of the Board of Directors of the

Greater Northeast Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce and a former Chair of that Board. Today,

however, my testimony is not submitted on behalf of the Chamber but on my own behalf'

I have had direct experience in the process of redistricting when I served as an elected member

of the city Council of philadelphia. Elected to represent the 7th Council District in 1991' I was intimately

involved in the redistricting efforts after the 1990 census. The District I represented included

approximately 170,000 residents and these council districts were as large as many of the cities in the

Commonwealth. The district for which I was elected was different from the one that I would be required

to run in for reelection. This shifting of population and redrawing of neighboring lines had a significant

negative impact on my district. I was able to see the impact on the neighborhoods and the community

group, when these folks were shifted from some long standing relationships to new and challenging

relationships.

I speak today to recommend that as you consider your responsibilities to draw new boundaries

that you keep in mind the fact that Philadelphia is a separate political entity and dividing that entity

among legislative districts has negative impacts. ln particular, if significant portions of the Northeast

philadelphia community are moved into a Buck County District this would dilute the electoral power of

what has heretofore been a rather homogeneous electorate'

The Far Northeast has traditionally been a strong Republican area and has operated as a balance

to the significant Democratic majority in the balance of the City. Putting most of the Far Northeast into a

Bucks County district would make the City more of a one party city and that is not, in my opinion, a net

positive for the City.

ln addition, based on my own experience when my elected district was divided up, constituents

were left wondering whether I represented them or was I representing the "new constituents"' The

challenges that this split caused staff was significant-they tried to help everyone they were able but with

unclear lines of responsibility it was difficult to do the job properly'



The members of the Legislature and this Committee in particular are well aware of the

requirements of nearly equal populations and prohibition on discrimination on the basis of race or

ethnicity and there is no benefit to reciting the language of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court to you'

ln their Opinion on redistricting the Pennsylvania Supreme Court pointed out several principles

such as Contiquity, Compactness, Recognition of existing political boundaries and the "Community of

lnterests" concept. lt is my belief that moving large portions of Northeast Philadelphia into a "Buck

County" district would sever the Community of lnterest that has existed for many years in the

Northeast. The residents of Northeast Philadelphia have common economic, social and political interests

with one another and Philadelphia as a separate political entity. Dividing the Northeast would be

impractical and unfair.

My hope is that the State House will recommend that the Northeast be permitted to retain its

essential character and remain part of one Congressional seat with a Philadelphia focus and not Bucks

County.

Daniel P. McElhatton, Esquire

2000 Market Street Suite 1400

Philadelphia, PA 19103

215-557-OgLt
d p mce I hatto n @ m c-fol.com



Testimony of Anne Hanna (Phitadelphia Regional Hearing)

My name is Anne Hanna. I'm an anti-gerrymandering activist, a scientist, a data analyst, and a mapper,

and l,ve spoken with some of you before in those capacities. But I come before you today as a simply a

pennsylvanian, demanding the right to have my voice and the voices of my neighbors fairly represented

in Congress.

I live in the Olde Richmond neighborhood in lower northeastern Philadelphia. Until 20L8, my house was

in the highly-gerrymandered 1st Congressional district, which was precision-engineered in 2011to pack

Democratic voters and Black voters in and around Philadelphia into as few districts as possible, and to

give an unshakeably safe seat to powerful incumbent Congressman Bob Brady, in order to secure his

acquiescence to a redistricting plan that was designed, overall, to disenfranchise his party and his

constituents. ln short, the old 1st district was a partisan, racial, and incumbent-protection gerrymander,

and a particularly egregiotls one, at that.

Mr. Brady, my then-"representative", lived on the other side of the city from me, and his district

included such a disconnected scattering of disparate and fragmented communities that he felt little

need to represent constituents' actual concerns -- no challenger could assemble a unified coalition to

go up against him in either the primary or the general election, and, as a member of a neutered and

tamed minority party, he knew he'd never be expected to actually deliver on his constituents' policy

preferences. He could sit secure as a regional powerbroker, accomplishing little for his patchwork

district, and never fear losing an election, right up until the moment he got caught out in a corruption

scanda l.

The pennsylvania Supreme Court's 2018 anti-gerrymandering decision changed all that' While no

district map can ever be perfect, the new 2nd district, which now includes my neighborhood,

encompasses a compact and comprehensible section of the city, and my current Congressman, while

also not perfect, is considerably more responsive and legislatively active than his predecessor.

Moreover, the improved fairness of our state's Congressional delegation as a whole means that, for the

first time since I've lived in Pennsylvania, the policy preferences of the residents of my district stand an

actual chance of being enacted in law, which means that I can 80 to my Congressman and demand that

he take action on issues I care about, and expect him to actually deliver at least some of what I and my

neighbors need.

This is what REpRESENTATION means to me, as a Pennsylvania voter --- not just that my own single

Congressional representative be from a community with which I'm somewhat affiliated, or be from my

preferred political party, not just that the rest of the district that helps elect that person be a somewhat

reasonable assemblage of somewhat affiliated communities, but, most importantly, that my community,

and communities like mine, actually have, collectively, the real-wortd electoral power to see our equal

share of policy priorities enacted into law. That's what I want to see come out of the redistricting in our

region and across the state.

This is an achievable goal! The Pennsylvania Supreme Court proved this to all of us in 2018 --- they

collated mapping suggestions from a variety of different stakeholders (parties and amici in the lawsuit),

prioritized the state constitutional requirements for free and equal elections and for adherence to

traditional neutral redistricting criteria of compactness, minimal politicalsubdivision splits, population

equality, and contiguity, and, in the end, developed a redistricting plan that did not unfairly

disadvantage any incumbent representatives and did produce a Congressionaldelegation that



reasonably matched the overall preferences of the statewide electorate. We the people have a right to

see our legislature do the same in 2OZt, and the Pennsylvania Supreme Court's 2018 map should be a

model, not just in its design principles, but in the specifics of its district shapes.

And now we have yet another model for a participatory and open process in our state' Over the past

three and a half years, Draw the Lines has run numerous citizen mapping contests and collected a

massive database of 1500 fully completed Congressional mapping proposals for Pennsylvania, the work

of more than 7200 pennsylvania mappers from almost every part of the state, including myself and

several of my fellows in the Concerned Citizens for Democracy anti-gerrymandering group' Draw the

Lines staff and champion mappers in DTL's citizen Map Corps (again, including me) then collaborated to

produce a consensus map guided by that database. The Pennsylvania Citizens' Map respects

pennsylvania's constitutional requirements for redistricting, the integrity of local communities (as

identified by mappers from every region), partisan fairness, and fairness to incumbents, and it attempts

to navigate necessary compromises amongst these values equitably and in good faith. This map is quite

possibly the most democratically-produced Congressional mapping proposal in the state's history, and it

deserves to be considered as a strong starting point for the official legislative process. You can see the

map here:https://davesredisujctins.ore/maps#viewmap::9cf69410-f021-4f35'.a4b and

further explanatory information here: httos://drawthelinespa.orglna-citizens-map .

But I'm starting to become concerned that the legislature does not feel the same sense of urgency as we

citizen mappers do about ensuring that our state engages in and has time to complete a fully open and

transparent mapping process before the2O2}Congressional primaries begin. I remember alltoo well

what happened in 2011 -- a highly gerrymandered map specification appearing suddenly out of

nowhere from the majority party's secret mapping room and being made law practically overnight, on

near party-line votes, with no time for public comment, in an embarrassing sham of democracy. lt

would be a disgrace to have the process end the same way this year. The fact that these hearings are

happening at all is indeed a significant improvement over 2011, but we need much more, on several

fronts.

First of all, in regard to the hearings themselves, I have a real fear that this committee has, I would like

to believe inadvertently, hamstrung its own ability to hear from large groups of important stakeholders

in this process. This hearing, like the hearing in Pittsburgh, is set way out in the suburbs, far from the

heart of the city, far from most of the Black and latino communities who make up more than half our

population, in the middle of a work day, inconvenient to public transit, with no remote testimony option

to accommodate those with travel difficulties or health concerns about covid.

To put it bluntly, most Philadelphians couldn't be here today to have their voices heard even if they

wanted to, and of course most don't even know this is happening, and don't know how their exclusion

might affect thern. lt doesn't have to be this way. ln 2019, the Pennsylvania Redistricting Reform

Commission held its Philadelphia hearing in a multiracial church right on Broad Street, in the heart of

South philly, in the evening, after normal work hours, and attracted a huge and diverse crowd. This

year, the LRC offers online testimony options and, as a result, they have successfully elicited the

participation of a broad range of Pennsylvanians. This committee can and should learn from their

examples.

Second, judging by the hearing calendar, this committee seems to have an expert hearing planned on

October 28 that includes only right-wing voices and voices for rural voters, not to mention only white

male experts. One speaker is from the Cato lnstitute, one speaker is from the Center for Rural



pennsylvania, and one speaker has pro-gerrymandering views so extreme that even Donald Trump was

forced to back off on an attempt to nominate him to lead the Census. Where are the nonpartisan

political scientists and anti-gerrymandering experts? Where are the experts speak to the needs of urban

pennsylvania? Where are the female and minoritized experts? The expert hearing part of this process

desperately needs rebalancing if it is to have any hope of providing a full picture of what's needed to

create fair and representative districts for all Pennsylvanians'

Third, we the people need a commitment from you, our representatives, to not just put on a show of

listening to us and then indifferently impose a map you already settled on amongst yourselves long

before we ever had a chance to speak. We actually need you to seek our feedback, in good faith, on

your mapping proposals _before_ you finalize them. That means we need hearings just like this one

(except more inclusive!)_after- your proposed maps are published, and we need timely access before

those hearings to appropriate digital forms of the proposed maps and all analytical data that went into

their design, so that nonpartisan experts can analyze their fairness before the maps are voted on, and

suggest improvements.

The necessary data includes block assignment files listing which census blocks are assigned to which

districts, and allgeographic shapefiles, demographic data, voting data, incumbent legislator addresses

(oratleasttheirprecinctlDs,ifthereareprivacyconcerns). Thisdatareleaseisespeciallyimportantif

the data used by the legislature is customized or modified in any way from what the Census Bureau puts

out. The need for this data release is also urgent -- the data you will use to design your own map needs

to be made publicly available as soon as possible to allow citizen mappers and outside experts to refine

their own proposals for submission to you, and to prepare their analvtical tools for evaluation of your

proposal.

you're running out of time to make this all happen, and the month-long delay of these hearings only

exacerbates the time crunch. But we the people know that plenty of other states are working through

open redistricting processes in a timely fashion, and we're not going to accept another egregious

gerrymander hustled through at midnight.

ln short, I urge this committee and the legislature as a whole to:

- Respect the dramatic improvements the Pennsylvania Supreme Court made both in the specific

structure of districts in the Philadelphia region and in the overall partisan fairness of the map.

Remember that voters are represented when they can impact public policy, not just when their party's

guy wins their one district.

- Use both the pennsylvania Citizens' Map itself and the open, collaborative, good-faith process by

which it was designed as a model for your own process and map design.

- Make hearings more accessible to Pennsylvanians from all walks of life, and affirmatively reach out to

both pennsylvanians in underrepresented communities and experts who can speak to their issues'

- provide your draft map and all mapping data to the public and experts early enough and

comprehensively enough to give us the ability and the time to refine our own proposals and comment

meaningfully on your proposals before the final map is voted on'

- Actively seek out public comment on mapping proposals before any final votes'



All of these tasks are essential if the legislature wants to maintain any plausible public legitimacy for

whatever map it eventually produces, so I sincerely hope that you will all work in good faith to

accomplish them.

Thank you for your time



fr
Testimony on Preliminary Mapping Plans and Public Feedback

House State Government Committee
October 20,2O2l

Good morning Chairs Grove and Conklin and members of the PA House State Government

Committee. Thank you for the opportunity to speak today about Pennsylvania's congressional

red istricti ng process.

I am here as the President and CEO of the Committee of Seventy, Pennsylvania's oldest

nonpartisan good-government nonprofit. Since 20L6 we have run the Draw the Lines project.

From its launch, Draw the Lines has used competitions to give to the public the same type of

advanced tools and data that your committee will use to draw the commonwealth's voting

districts. Our intention was to equip Pennsylvanians with the skills to participate in this year's

redistricting process in a constructive fashion.

l'm proud that we can credibly call Draw the Lines the largest public mapping competition of its

kind in the history of the republic. We've engaged T,2lL Pennsylvanians in drawing their own

voting maps. They've come from 40 of PAs 57 counties, representinggO% of PAs population.

They range from 13 year-old high school freshmen, to college students from institutions across

pA, to senior citizens. They collectively produced 1,500 completed submissions, each unique in

its boundaries and metrics.

Over the last three years, along with a geographically and politically diverse group of judges

from our regional steering committees, our team has reviewed each and every one of these

maps. lt became clear to us that a "wisdom of crowds" had emerged and that we could attempt

to reflect that in a single, community-inspired map.

Thus, the pennsylvania Citizens' Map was born. lt is a composite set of 17 congressional districts

that attempts to represent what 7,200 Pennsylvanians created with their own Draw the Lines

maps.

lndividual citizen maps were drawn and scored on common metrics using free online software,

like DistrictBuilder and Dave's Redistricting App. The statistical averages became benchmarks by

which to draw the Citizens' Mrp, as did the values that mappers declared important to them. lt

also reflects the regional trends we saw our mappers present of their hometowns and

communities. The Citizens' Map, in effect, represents the everyday Pennsylvania mapper'

committee of Seventy I 123 S. Broad St., Suite 1800 | Philadelphia, PA 19109 | www.seventy'org
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Once drafted, Draw the Lines staff enlisted our Citizen Map Corps, an experienced group of

pennsylvania mappers who have demonstrated their aptitude for mapping the commonwealth

by winning previous DTL competitions. Working together over a series of meetings, we refined

the map over nearly 10 iterations to consider and accommodate feedback. Once satisfied, we

published the map to our website and began sharing it publicly. We have since fielded nearly

100 public comments on the map, asking for peoples' perspective on its strengths and

weaknesses. Generally, about 70% of commenters claim they would vote for it if given the

chance. We are happy to share those public comments if it pleases the committee.

Not only was the Citizens' Map drawn and vetted by Pennsylvanians, it is objectively better by

most standard redistricting metrics. Like the 2018 map, it only splits 14 counties, half of what

the last legislature-drawn map in2O7L split (28). lt scores better in compactness and creates

more competitive elections than either the 20L8 or ZOLI- map, lt effectively honors the Voting

Rights Act, creating two majority-minority districts in Philadelphia. And because partisan

fairness was a matter of great concern to our mappers, including Democrats, Republicans, and

independents, it clears several fairness benchmarks.

The Committee of Seventy and Draw the Lines believe that the Citizens' Map is a sufficient

starting point for your work. We are happy to share all information, details, and process about

how the map was comPiled.

Two primary lessons emerged from this process that we hope the committee will take to heart

as it starts drawing its own maP.

First, the Citizens' Map demonstrates the value of producing a map for public consideration

before it can be finalized and voted upon. We call on the General Assembly to produce

between one and three preliminary congressional maps for the public to review. The

committee should then hold at least four additional public meetings in different regions around

the Commonwealth to solicit public feedback on the preliminary maps. Feedback would be

limited to comments on individual features of the maps, a ranking of the maps (if more than

one), and/or commonly used metrics derived from the maps. These hearings should be

accessible to as many people as possible, with options for virtual participation and evening

participation.

Second, to accompany the Citizens' Map, Draw the Lines produced "The Story of the Map." This

narrative explains the different choices we made in finalizing the map's boundaries, including

questions like how we went from 18 districts to 17, what we did with incumbents, and how the

map complies with the standards set out by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. "The Story of the

Map" also provides a description of each of the 17 districts. We strongly encourage the General

committee of seventy | 123 S. Broad St., Suite 1800 | Philadelphia, PA 19109 | www,seventy.org
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Assembly to create a narrative for the preliminary and final maps you produce. You can also

use it to discuss how you incorporated public feedback from all of the testimony you've

gathered at these hearings and the map submissions you've received online,

Using the example set by the Citizens' Mrp, there is a great opportunity for this committee and

your counterpart in the Senate to truly demonstrate that you are committed to the most

publicly transparent redistricting process in Pennsylvania history. our team is excited to talk

with you further about the Citizens' Map and how it can be helpful to the important task you

have in front of you.

David Thornburgh

Managing Director, Draw the Lines PA

President and CEO, Committee of Seventy

Committee of Seventy | 123 S. Broad St., Suite 1800 | Philadelphia, PA 19109 | www'seventy'org



Testimony on new congressional district map

Hello my name is Roman Zhukov. I am President of NE Phila Connected and a resident of Far Northeast

philadelphia. ln my area, I see a very diverse community of more than twenty national and ethnic

groups. They represent almost entire Eurasia. As an example, lndian community is L5,000 plus

iegistered members in they association, Arab close to 17,000, Turkish and Azerbaijani communities

close to 9,000 people, and post-soviet that includes Russian, Ukrainian, Belorussian, Uzbek, Georgian,

Armenian, Jewish and many thousands more.

This large immigrant population has settled from Cottman Ave in Northeast Philadelphia and goes up to

Lower/Upper South Hampton, Huntingdon Valley and surrounding Borrows'

Most of the immigrants and their families either own a business or are employed at in a different county

from where they reside. So, by the end of the day, their interests are split between two congressional

representatives. This minimizes the interests of this diverse community by not having a representative in

washington who understands both their residential and business needs. Add on top a cultural, language

and different mindsets, and you get a thousands of people to be outcast from today's society and any

meaningful political impact. Thousands of voices are lost between those lines'

Having single representation of all those groups will create a stronger bond and easier assimilation to

those who can be united. Shifting congressional lines beyond the county line (at least a few miles into

Bucks county) will give all those immigrant groups that are seeking help and answers, and having single

hub to hear them all will eliminate most of the issues they are facing in todays reality.

Covid lockdown has proven, when people are in trouble, they are seeking help. Our organization worked

hard to find out our self who is responsible for each square mile to help them all, and that was not an

easy task. Now imagine being brand new, legal immigrant, without any language and knowledge to seek

for help. Reaching a government agency can become an almost impossible task'

To conclude my statement, I strongly recommend shifting those lines' Single representation can be a

solution to those, who feels excluded. Single representation can give help or guidance on "how to" or

delegate appropriate resources for almost any concern to be resolved. That will create a bond between

newcomers and elected politicians, it will give them faith, that electing a person will give them a solution

to upcoming issues they/we may face. A representation not just to a single soul, but their community'

While it might not seem to be a problem, it's greater issue as we can think of'



Testimony of Isiah Wilson (Philadelphia Regional Hearing)

Good morning in starting I want to give thanks to all does involve in making this event possible, giving

the opportunity to others to voice their opinion and the proposed plan of the realigning of political

zones. My name is lsiah Wilson I have lived in Philadelphia in the Hispanic community for over 30 years

and much has not changed. ln my community the lack of economic development, higher educational

opportunities, and insecurities of all kind have left the neighborhoods in a state of demoralizing mime

set. By the realigning of political zones, it is my convictions that it will do more harm than good to the

Hispanic community. The new zoning will reduce the opportunity of any Hispanic person of being a

representative voice for the Hispanic community. So, in view of the present reality and future challenges

of the Hispanic community, I strongly disagree with the plan to realign any existing political lines and I

admonish others to do likewise.



Testimony of Abi Thomas (Philadelphia Regional Hearing)

Hi everyone, my name is Abi and I live in Northeast Philly. As a concerned voter, I am here to speak

about the current redistricting efforts being made for us. I know for a fact that l, and many people who

live in my neighborhood, Northeast Philadelphia and the greater Philly area ask for fairness out of all

things. When it comes to the matter of redistricting, we ask for contiguity, we ask for preservation of

counties and our communities. Although these asks don't seem to be that much to ask for, just know if

they're not delivered, voters are watching. What we are not asking for is gerrymandering, especially in a

state like pennsylvania, where every election is one that has to be hard won' We are aware of

gerrymandering and its current impact in the past years as voters in our state' We speak out against this

in particular because we know this impacts our local politics, where this impacts a voter like me,

arguably, the most. We want legislation, bills and so forth to be able to get passed that can actually help

my city and its voters. But this can only be done if we are redistricted in the ways that I mentioned

previously, The quicker this is done fairly, keeping our communities together and supporting the people

of the Commonwealth, the quicker our elected representatives can get back to work helping us. Voters

are tired of the political games, and all we ask for are fair districts. As I speak before you as a younger

voter, know that the younger'generations of voters are watching and expect you to deliver what we

want and need. We are asking for the bare minimum as we shouldn't have to fight for fair districts to

begin with, thank You for Your time.



Testimony of Viktor Kagan (Philadelphia Regional Hearing)

Hello all. My name is Viktor and I am a resident of Northeast Philadelphia. Throughout my life, I have

lived in gerrymandered seats, designed as Democratic voter sinks -- it is frustrating that general

elections were predetermined for me, as well as for almost every Pennsylvanian in almost every

congressional district. Redistricting was created to ensure every Pennsylvanian, of voting age, can

partake in an election to elect, and hold accountable, Congresspeople' For most of my life, that was

never the case. I am here today because as elected officials, you have the duty to Pennsylvanians like

myself to quickly and fairly design our Congressional Districts. They ought to be compact, not spread

across many counties, running along highways and splitting neighbors into different districts. Partisan

bickering only embarrasses you and if no fair districts are passed, the inevitable is the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court drawing fair districts, as it did in 2018. I hope that this redistricting cycle entails an open,

fair, and productive redesigning of our Congressional map. The Commonwealth deserves more than

what we continue hearing from the state legislature, as we are sickof the ineffective, partisan debates

and bills that do nothing to benefit the residents. I will repeat my asks: I hope for a fair, compact map

that keeps similar communities together, I ask for no voter sinks that ensure the success of the other

party in gerrymandered districts. The 2012 to 2018 maps ensured that millions of Pennsylvanians were

not in fair districts and were guaranteed to be represented by a predetermined party, invalidating

democratic elections. My district was a voter sink that combined so many different communities that did

not belonB together. I also ask for you to consider our welfare and struggles - the more you bicker over

petty differences, the less time you will have to pass bills that help the Commonwealth. And the

inevitable is that others elected, by way of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, will draw the maps, if you

choose to play politics. Take this process seriously and actually hear us out. lwant a fair district that has

similar communities in it, represented by a Congressperson who understands my needs and fights for

me in Washington. I want to know what district I will live in and who is running to represent me in an

election that is only seven months away. Don't play politics. Do your job.



Philadelphia Regional Hearing

Written testimony {as of LolLSlzLl submitted by:

L, Fern H.

Philadelphia, PA

It is difficult, as an average citizen, to understand the complicated PA redistricting process. Short videos

are hardly a comprehensive resource. Before hearings are held and testimonies are prepared, there

needs to be education about the process. The upshot is for voices of historically marginalized groups --

such as the poor and people of color - be considered as maps are redrawn'

2. Douglas G.

Philadelphia, PA

Dear Chairman Grove, other members of the State Government Committee, and staff,

Here are my comments on the current congressional map, as created by the Supreme Court in 2018:

(1) lt is much better than the previous, heavily gerrymandered map'

(2) tn my city, philadelphia, it looks quite good. l'm not sure why the southwestern border of District 3 is

jagged around 52nd Street and Greenway, but ldoubtthere's much harm in that. The main division in

the heart of the city, the north-south border along Broad street between Districts 2 and 3, seems

reasonable to me. Most of Philadelphia's self-identified neighborhoods lie either east or west of Broad'

The African American community in North Philly is split by this line, but there's probably enough of the

community in both Districts 2 and 3 to have a strong impact. (And packing most African Americans into a

single district would likely be worse.) The Hispanic and Chinese communities, both primarily east of

Broad, are not sPlit.

(3) I want to stress that good redistricting needs to balance many elements, some of which are opposed

to one another. Besides being contiguous and roughly equal in population, the maps should minimize

county and municipal splits, maximize compactness, keep communities of interest together, and ensure

that racial and language minorities have fair representation. A map that rates high on one factor may be

low on another, so the outcome needs to be balanced'

(4) Because tough choices need to be made to balance multiple goods, the rationale and values behind

any map should be explained clearly to the public. Public trust would also be enhanced if the identity of

the mapmaker(s) were disclosed. Maps prepared in secret automatically earn distrust.

(5) Though there's no one perfect map, that's no excuse for creating a bad map.

Thanks for your attention in reading this. Concerned Pennsylvania citizens realize the difficulty of the

redistricting task and will reward a truly nonpartisan approach'



3. DELTA SIGMATHETA SORORITY, INL.

Philadelphia, PA

Pennsylva nia Redistricting Cohort

State Government Committee Chair Seth Grove and Members Good Afternoon

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before this Commission. I am a proud member of Delta Sigma

Theta Sorority, lnc., which was founded in L913 on the campus of Howard University, an HBCU. I am a

resident of philadelphia and co-chair of philadelphia Alumnae Chapter's Social Action Committee'

ABOUT DELTA SIGMA THETA SORORIW, INC.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, lncorporated ("Delta" or "Sorority") is a private, nonpartisan, not-for-profit

organization whose purpose is to provide assistance and support through established programs in local

communities throughout the world. The sorority currently has over 350,000 college-educated members

in 1,000 collegiate and alumnae chapters located in the United States, Canada, Japan (Tokyo and

Okinawa), Germany, the Virgin lslands, Bermuda, the Bahamas, Jamaica, and the Republic of Korea' We

have 4,00o Delta members throughout the Commonwealth who are committed to protecting the right

to vote and ensuring that the Commonwealth uses maps that fairly reflect the voices of African

American pennsylvanians and other communities of color. ln 1913, our 22 founders participated in the

Women's Suffrage March two months after establishing the sorority, and our members have been at the

forefront of social and political struggles ever since. Today, I speak on behalf of my Pennsylvania Delta

sisters.

Today, we would like to share our concerns regarding the following

1. Gerrymandering

2. Disenfranchisement

OVERVIEW VOTING RIGHTS ACT

The voting Rights Act of 1g65 addresses the history of discrimination in voting and the redistricting

process. The VRA ensures that state and local governments do not pass laws or policies that deny

American citizens the equal right to vote based on race. section 2 of the vRA protects voters from

discrimination based on race, color, or membership in a language minority group in all election

procedures. Racial gerrymandering is a violation of the Voting Rights Act and any map that has the effect

of diluting the voting rights of communities of color must be nullified'

cENSUS RESULTS INCREASE DIVERSITY, INCREASE OPPORTUNITY According to reCENt CCNSUS DAIA, thc

Commonwealth's Black and Brown poputation has significantly increased over the past decade.

Currently, communities of color make up over L8% of Pennsylvania's total population and Census data

shows that the Commonwealth has become more diverse. There was a 9.8% increase in total Black

population; Hispanic or Latino population also significantly increased during the decade. This increase in

diversity was distributed throughout the Commonwealth, not just in the urban centers of Philadelphia

and pittsburgh, but also in the rural areas as well. Twenty-six (26) counties saw an increase of 10-49

percent in Black population, and two counties (Lackawanna and Luzerne) each saw an increase of over

50 percent in Black PoPulation.



GERRYMANDERING

Delta is focused on the 2020 Census results and its effects on the Commonwealth's legislative district

boundaries that impact our Communities of lnterest. However, our representation in the state

legislature currently lacks the diversity of our state, which can be connected to how the district lines are

drawn for state house and state senate. ln our diverse Commonwealth, it is critical that Black and Brown

communities (in accordance with the Voting Rights Act) are protected in the map-drawing process' We

recognize, in the past, redistricting has been done in a manner which prevented Black and Brown voters

the chance to elect their candidate(s) of choice. This is known as minority vote dilution'

We remind the Commission that it must develop a redistricting plan that complies with the standards

set by the U.S Constitution, the Voting Rights Act, and state law. Those standards require that this

Commission does not dilute the voices of Black and Brown voters and deny Black and Brown voters an

equal opportunity to participate in the political process and to elect representatives who will support

the values and interests of our communities. Maps cannot pack Black voters into too few electoral

districts or crack Black communities and other communities of color across multiple districts as schemes

to dilute Black and Brown voting power, The Commission also cannot proceed to pack orcrack Black

voters into and among districts to serve partisan interests without running afoul of the law, as well'

PRISON GERRYMANDERING

tn February 2020, the NAACP, the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, and the Ballard Spahr

Law Firm filed a lawsuit challenging the practice of prison-based gerrymandering in the Commonwealth

of pennsylvania. For redistricting purposes, prison-based gerrymandering is the practice of counting

incarcerated people as residents of the prisons where they are housed, instead of the places where they

lived before imprisonment. The prison population in Pennsylvania is disproportionately made up of

glack and Latinx people from large cities, such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Allentown, and Harrisburg'

pennsylvania has constructed its prisons predominantly in rural areas where the majority of residents

are white. By relying on incarcerated people's bodies to achieve near-equal populations of people

among legislative districts, the Commonwealth's General Assembly artificially inflates the political power

of rural, non-minority voters, and dilutes the voting strength and access to representation of

communities of color in urban districts.

The practice of prison-based gerrymandering also defies logic. Most incarcerated people are not

residents of the districts where they are incarcerated and have no social, economic, civic ties to the

communities just beyond the prison walls. People imprisoned for felonies (the overwhelming majority of

incarcerated people) cannot vote. Elected officials from districts that include prisons generally do not

engage with incarcerated people or consider them to be constituents.

The pennsylvania Constitution bars the Commonwealth from lessening the power of an individual's vote

based on geographical location. ln essence, the votes of community members in an incarcerated

individual's home district are lessened with prison-based gerrymandering.

DISENFRANCHISEMENT

Disenfranchisement results explicitly by law or implicitly through requirements applied in a

discriminatory fashion, by placing unreasonable requirements on voters for registration or voting. As we



have seen time and time again, the burdens of these unreasonable requirements all too frequently fall

disproportionately on Black and Brown communities.

ln our diverse Commonwealth, it is critical that Black and Brown communities be protected in the map-

drawing process. The Voting Rights Act applies to legislative apportionment and prevents district lines

that would deny Black and Brown voters an equal opportunity to participate in the political process and

to elect representatives of their choice. Redistricting is not just about who we are able to elect, but the

opportunity to readily engage with that elected official once in office. Delta encourages each of its

members and the communities that we serve to communicate with their elected officials about public

policies that are of concern to them. Creating maps that are not equal in population and that are not

compact, limits the active engagement our communities.

CLOSING REMARKS

ln closing, I come before this body to ask that there be a fair, accessible, and transparent

reapportionment process where the following issues are addressed: (a) elimination of gerrymandering

that dilutes the voting strength of Black and Brown voters;

(b) upholding of the Voting Rights Act regarding fair representation, and (c) development of a fresh

approach which recognizes and accounts for the importance of minority Communities of lnterest' We

appreciate the Committee looking into steps to end prison gerrymandering as that is another cause of

imbalanced districts and vote dilution.

Today, we, the members of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, lnc., stand on the shoulders of our 22 Founders,

thanking the State Government Committee for its robust and transparent process, thus far. We look

forward to endorsing any map that safeguards the principles we have outlined in our testimony today'

Thank you for the opportunity to speak before this Committee'

4. Michael G., CamPus Vote Project

University Park, PA

Thank you everyone for being here today. t am a first-year student at The Pennsylvania State University,

Main Campus. I am triple majoring in Criminology, Sociology and Human Development and Family

Studies. I am also a Redistricting Fellow for Campus Vote Project, which is a non-partisan organization

that promotes student registration and college student voter turnout. ln my time as a Redistricting

Fellow, I have realized that oftentimes, college students'voices are silenced. College students are at a

disadvantage when students are not put into the district in which they should belong' Furthermore,

most college students are also unaware that they are at this disadvantage. With the fact that college

students are unaware of the districts they reside in, this can cause college students to become

d iscouraged from voting.

Currently, some districts cut into college campuses and flush out student voices into districts that the

students should not be placed in. College campuses should have distinguishable districts that adequately

represent the student population. According to Univstats, The Pennsylvania colleges student Population

says there are 715,033 college students. Of these college students, at the University of Pennsylvania,

thereare 41.7%Whitestudents, 1-6.z%Asianstudents,T.S3o/oHispanicorLatinxstudents, and6'74%of

Black or African American Students. Whereas at The Pennsylvania State University, there are 64'7%

White students, 10.4% lnternational students, 7.5% Hispanic or Latinx students, 6'7% Asian students,

and 5,S%Black or African American students. These new district lines should accommodate students of



all races and ethnicities. This leads into my next topic being the demographics of the state of

Pennsylvania.

Over the next ten years, the new redistricting lines will have an effect on the communities they

encompass. This is where demographics come into play. Only two counties, Butler and Cumberland

Counties saw an increase in their "white alone population" from 2010 lo 2020, and these numbers were

+O.9o/oand +0.5% respectively. Black Pennsylvanians accounted for 12,7 percent of the state's total

population in2O2O,an increase of 9.8%from 2010. The percentage of Pennsylvanians who identified as

,'white alone" decreased by 6.3 percent over the decade to 75 percent, and Hispanic and Latino

pennsylvanians accounted for 8.1- percent of the state's total population in 202O, an increase of 45.8%

since 2010. This influx of Black, Hispanic and Latinx Pennsylvania residents shows us that we should be

redrawing these lines for the people they will be serving.

ln conclusion, I ask you to take these numbers into consideration as you redraw our district lines. I urge

you to be cognizant of these residents when you are redrawing the lines and consider the future college

students that will be affected by these new districts. Furthermore, I ask you to keep Black and

lndigenous and People of Color and their communities together. Communities of interest are an

essential part of our redistricting process and need proper consideration. Thank you for your time and

for your service to the Commonwealth.

5. Harrison F., Penn Leads the Vote

Philadelphia, PA

Dear Members of the House State Government Committee,

penn Leads the Vote {PLTV) is a student-run, non-partisan program at the University of Pennsylvania

that increases voter engagement and voting while advancing Penn's role of supporting the democratic

and civic engagement of the university community. Penn Leads the Vote believes civic engagement is

vital to fully realizing the potential of a democratic society. We also believe colleges and universities

have both an opportunity and a responsibility to support students' democratic development and civic

participation, including, but not limited to, voting.

To ensure redistricting is done fairly and representatively, the committee must count college students

the same as other residents when drawing new legislative districts. Students are far from a negligible

group. The philadelphia area is home to around 450,000 college students, and many of them spend a

majority of their time in a region other than at their "permanent" residence. Additionally, the federal

Higher Education Act and Supreme Court of the United States have affirmed the rights of students. As a

result, voterturnout across the state has skyrocketed to historic levels and many students completed

their census at college rather than their childhood home. The Commonwealth's students actively

complete their civic duties and have a right to equal representation and consideration in the

red istricting process.

penn Leads the Vote also wants to stress the importance of including youth voices and perspectives in

the redistricting process. The lack of youth representation on the Pennsylvania Legislative Redistricting

Commission and other bodies involved in reapportionment results in the construction of barriers that

prevent youth from participating in the process. For example, holding this hearing at 9am on a

Wednesday in an area of philadelphia inaccessible by public transportation and bike means a vast

majority of the area's youth will be unable to attend and provide their input. The Committee and

Commission should create opportunities for youth engagement in this process. Possible initiatives may



include hosting a hearing on a college campus, meeting with student leaders in a smaller setting, or

conducting information sessions for students on how the redistricting process works and how to submit

testimony and feedback. Not only would involving youth ensure reapportionment takes into

consideration youth perspectives, but it would also expose the next generation of leaders to this

critically important process. After all, youth will live with the consequences of this commission's

decisions longer than any other group. Actively involving them now will ensure the long-term stability

and integrity of our democratic processes. The best learning is doing'

We hope the House State Government Committee and Redistricting Commission will safeguard the

inclusion of college students in population counts as well as take proactive steps to involve more youth

with the redistricting Process'

Sincerely,
Directors of Penn Leads the Vote

6. Stephanie J.

PhiladelPhia, PA

I am a life-long resident of South Philadelphia and have lived in the 26th ward my whole life. ldo not

believe that South philadelphia belongs in a congressional district with Delaware county. My reasoning

for this is because for one, South philadelphia and Delaware county have different politics, this can be

seen in the 2020 election, where the 26th and 39th wards that represent the largest portion of South

philadelphia and are both in the 5th congressional district, improved for Donald Trump' Donald Trump

won the 26th by a bigger margin than four years ago (2016- Trump 49%- Clinton 48%;2O20- Trump 55%-

Biden 44%land Donald Trump got 1,500 more votes in the 39th ward compared to 20L6 while Joe Biden

only got 200 more than Clinton. while Delaware county improved 2.5 percentage points better for Joe

Biden throughout the whole county. Secondly, Delaware county has different issues plaguing their

county compared to South Philadelphia, these are just some of the reasons why I would like to see

South Philadelphia be put into a congressional district with the rest of the city'

7. pamela H., President, Greater Northeast Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce

GNpCC supports an open, transparent, and impartial redistricting process. The goal of the process is to

develop Congressional Districts that reflect the communities that are contained within the district.

currently, the coverage of Northeast Philadelphia is all within one congressional district, and the current

proposal has the Northeast divided into two different districts. This would divide the Northeast and

alienate wide swaths of the community-business and regular neighborhoods. The general principle of

"Compactness" would be violated if significant portions of Philadelphia are moved into Bucks County'

The concept of the Community of lnterest and respecting existing "political boundaries" would be

disregarded with this proposal. Philadelphians who have an educational system managed by the

appointed School Board would now have to adapt to an elected Board. That is merely one example of

the myriad different political and logistical issues that would be created with this proposal.

President

Greater Northeast Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce


